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The Iron Tour
Three of us. We were the only ones left, the only ones to make it to the island 

with a chance of winning.  The swim had been tough. The water pounded against 
my chest. Rapidly my arms were becoming tired from the continuous slicing of the 
water. It was me, Híspanos — a Spaniard — and Marcos — an Italian; this could be 
interesting. The island was slowly becoming closer; the end of the swim was in 
sight. I was drafting off Marcos, the strongest swimmer in this lead group of three. 
One hundred metres to go, fifty meters, ten, five. I could feel the sand beneath my 
fingers. I stood up. Running into transition one, I started feeling slightly dizzy.

We were in Santa Monica for the last event in the Iron Tour triathlon series. 
As we had lined up on the pier before the race I could see a few worried faces. The 
water was rough after a recent storm and the race had been given a black alert. I 
was second in the standings and if I could come first in today’s race I would win the 
series. If not, the trophy would go to Híspanos. With three minutes to go I was 
going through the final preparations in my head. Was my bike in the right gear? 
One minute to go. I strapped my goggles on tightly, ready for the horn. Boop — the 
race was on. I dived in to the sea reasonably well considering the lack of training I 
had had on that area of the swim. Instantly I started getting into the rhythm and arm 
cycle. My legs were kicking powerfully and I managed to draft along side Marcos, 
the tour’s top swimmer. The two of us, Marcos and I, started pulling away. Two 
metres, five metres, ten, fifteen. The chase group were being left behind. The island 
was getting closer: I could see it three hundred metres away. Híspanos, a Spanish 
triathlete, had joined the lead pack of two. That was when the three of us reached 
the island ahead of the pack.

As I reached transition one, my dizzy feeling began to clear. The goggles 
were off, the hat followed. I was frantically pulling my wetsuit down to my hips. All 
was going well until suddenly the wetsuit ripped — only slightly but the tear was 
getting bigger. My first thought was, “Oh, this is bad, really bad”, but then I thought 
“if can tear the whole suit in half it will come off quicker”. It worked and the incident, 
which could have been a disaster, only cost me a few seconds. I grabbed my 
helmet, jammed it onto my head, strapped it up and started running with my bike to 
the mount line. I hopped on. I was five seconds ahead of Híspanos but I knew that 
wouldn’t last long. Híspanos was a beast on a bike. Marcos had dropped and was 
being joined by the second group. Together me and Híspanos hit the first hill hard. I 
was slip-streaming off him which was helping me along. Before I knew it, the first 
lap was done — three more to do.

It was two laps into the bike I started thinking something was odd. Suddenly 
Híspanos shouted “Dude your back brake is coming off!” I pulled into the bike shed 
and grabbed my spare bike. But Híspanos had got ten seconds ahead. I was going 
to have to work hard. Pedalling swiftly, I was making ground, but the run was going 
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to be crucial. The third lap was hard work. I hardly noticed my surroundings as we 
sped past tall skyscrapers mixed in with run down old houses. Hopping off the bike 
before the dismount line, I sprinted into transition two and parked my bike. I slipped 
on my running shoes. Unfortunately I hadn’t loosened the laces properly, and I 
couldn’t slide my right foot in fully! What was I going to do? I pulled at the laces, 
jammed in my foot and started running. More seconds wasted — I was going to 
have to work my socks off on the run — even though I wasn’t wearing any!

The ten kilometre run, and Híspanos, was all that was between me and the 
win. The lead group was gaining on me, but I was gaining on Híspanos. I could see 
him now only twelve metres ahead.  Two kilometres in and I was level with the 
Spaniard. This could be interesting. Four kilometres in and I was pulling away and 
Híspanos was being dragged back by the chase pack — when you stream off 
someone it slows them down. Pounding my feet onto the ground I started to pick up 
the pace. The day was hot (nearly 30 degrees celsius).  With two kilometres  to go I 
started feeling faint. My legs were going. “Come on,” I told myself, “nearly there” . 
Seven hundred metres left, two hundred, “Keep  going,” one hundred, fifty. I did it! I 
won! I crossed the finish line and… fainted! I didn’t know it, but I had won! The 
trophy was mine.
       


